Sensory Corner Bundle
Installation Instructions
Please ensure you read and follow these Instructions carefully before
installing or operating the unit. Please keep this manual for future
reference.
Heed all warnings on the product and within this manual. If upon receipt of
this product, the user suspects that the product is defective, and/or requires
service or repair due to malfunction or damage to the product, please contact
the manufacturer immediately. Please be aware that improper installation
and/or use or misuse of this product may result in injury, death, or adverse
reactions to its user.
This product is intended to be installed and/or use by a trained professional.
Failure to comply with these precautions or with specific warnings elsewhere
in this manual violates safety standards of design, manufacture, and intended
uses of the product.
This guide is based on the products being installed onto a strong, solid
Brick wall and/or level floor. You will need to change the fixings detailed
to the appropriate type for your wall construction.
Installation must be completed by a competent trained professional. We would
recommend this equipment is installed by 2 persons.
Tools Required:
Power Drill
7mm Drill Bit
Screwdriver
Spirit Level
Pencil
There is a specific way of installing these products to enable fitting to be
quick, simple and safe.
Please follow the steps carefully.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Fit the mirrors
Place the Bubble Tube Plinth
Fit the bubble tube
Fit The Fiber optic lightsource
Fit the Fiber optic sideglow
Fit the bubble tube bracket
Mount the Projector
Check and test

Fitting the Mirrors
1. Unpack the mirrors carefully and set aside. (NB –do not use a knife or
sharp instrument as this may scratch or damage the mirror)
2. Drill 4 holes in the mirror at the appropriate size for screws to go
through to secure the mirror to the wall.
3. This part is much easier with two people! Hold one mirror in the corner
of a room with the bottom of the mirror 14” from the floor, use the
spirit level to ensure the mirror is straight then mark the wall through
the pre-drilled holes.
4. Remove the mirror and drill 4 holes using a 7mm drill bit and fit the
brown plugs supplied then peel the protective plastic from around
the predrilled holes.
5. Using the correct size screws for your wall, fix the mirror in position.
(NB – do not over-tighten as this will crack the mirror). You may
want to use a domed mirror screw or screw cap for a better finish.
6. Repeat this process for the second mirror, this time butting up the
second mirror next to the first one. Before fixing second mirror, peel
the protective plastic from the corner, so it will not get trapped
between the mirrors.
7. Once both mirrors are fixed to the wall fit the coloured caps to cover
the screw heads.

Fitting the Bubble Tube Plinth, Bubble Tube and fiber
optic lightsource
1. Unpack the bubble tube plinth, bubble tube, bubble tube bracket, fiber
optic lightsource and fiber optic sidelow carefully and set aside. (NB –
do not use a knife or sharp instrument as this may scratch or damage
the products)
2. With the bubble tube plinth upside down, fix the two transformers (one
for the bubble tube, one for the fiber optic lightsource) to the inner wall
of the plinth with 2 x 1” screws.
3. Fix the Fibre optic lightsource to the inside top of the plinth with the
termination end pointing toward the hole in the side of the plinth.
4. Now place the plinth in the corner so that hole is in the corner.
5. Remove the 2 top pads and unscrew the 2 screws holding the plinth
access panel & remove.
6. Run the electrical input out from under the plinth in the corner. (NB In
the far corner of the plinth, there is a soft part of the underside of the
plinth for this cable to run, so as not to squash it.)
7. Feed the fibre optic sideglow through the hole in the side of the plinth
and place in the front of the lightsource, securing by tightening the bolt
on the front of the lightsource.

8. Now position the bubble tube in the plinth.
9. Using a spirit level, ensure that the bubble to is vertical.
10. The Bubble Tube bracket supplied needs to be approx 3” from the top
of the tube.
11. Again using the brown plugs and appropriate screws, fix the angled
part of the bracket to the wall.
12. Once the bracket has been re-assembled with the bubble tube,
adjustment can be made to ensure that the bubble tube is vertical.
13. Plug the output (silver plug) from one of the transformers into the
socket on the bubble tube.
14. Plug the output (silver plug) from one of the transformers into the
socket on the back of the fibre optic lightsource.
15. Now fill the bubble tube with water up to approx 2” from the top.
16. Fit the lid and replace the plinth access panel & top pads.
17. Now place the connectors from the transformers into a nearby mains
electrical outlet.
18. Switch on, the bubble tube and fiber optics will illuminate and start
changing colour.
For specific use of these items please see the appropriate instruction manual.

Fitting the Projector
1. Unpack the projector bundle carefully and set aside.
2. With the projector on a solid surface remove the bracket, making a
note of where each fixture is to be refitted later.
3. Offer the bracket to a solid, sturdy ceiling then mark the ceiling through
the hole in the center of the bracket. You should take professional
advice as to the integrity of the ceiling before mounting the product.
If you are unsure we would suggest mounting the projector on a
suitable wall bracket.
4. Drill an appropriate size hole in the ceiling.
5. Offer the bracket back to the ceiling and fix using an appropriate fixing
based on your ceiling.
6. This part is much easier with two people! Attach the projector to the
bracket using the fixtures previously removed from the projector
and bracket.
7. For safety we would recommend the use of a safety chain which
attaches to the front of the projector through a special hole.
8. You would then attach the other end of the chain to a strong anchor
point very near to the projector.
9. Now remove the wheel rotator and an effects wheel from their
packaging.
10. Place the effects wheel on the wheel rotator by pushing its connector
squarely onto the wheel rotator shaft.
11. Now place the wheel rotator (with the attached wheel) into the projector
by sliding it into the channels in the centre of the unit.
12. Connect the plug from the wheel rotator into one of the sockets on the
side of the projector.

13. Next, plug the supplied cable into the socket on the back of the
projector and run to a nearby mains electrical outlet. Depending on
its proximity you may need to run an extension lead or have a
specific electrical outlet fitted.
14. Switch on and watch as the image on the effects wheel appears on a
nearby wall, ceiling of floor.
15. You can focus the image by rotating the black lens on the front of the
projector.
For specific use of these items please see the appropriate instruction manual.

This information is offered in good faith however Experia accept no
responsibility for any damage or loss occurred when following these
instructions.

